
Lidar use in Bendigo gold mining terrain



The Bendigo mapping environment

• Mapping is generally for local events.
• Most mapping is voluntary work.
• Therefore we cannot pay for special flights but must obtain access to

existing lidar data.
• It is important to understand the limitations of public lidar. It will

often require reprocessing.



Approaches to creating a basemap
Tool Comments

Analog photogrammetry The era is over. The last analog machine was sent to the scrap metal
merchant by Chris Wilmot last year. Chris’s last analog basemap was of
an area near Wedderburn.

Public cartography Different jurisdictions have different resources. In Victoria basic
cadastral and 10 metre contours is available from government web sites.
Potentially useful for simpler gully spur when combined with google
imagery and accurate GPS field work. Eg Rowdy Flat basemap.

Lidar analysed using OL-
Laser

Free, easy to use software.

Karttapullautin Uses lidar data to generate complete base maps.

OCAD12 Processes lidar. I haven’t explored this.

LAStools The pre-eminent openly available software for lidar analysis. Highly
flexible with a steeper learning curve. Command line program. Many
other lidar programs use LAStools routines.

Digital photogrammetry Requires very high resolution aerial photography. I haven’t explored this.
Probably beyond our financial capability.



Options I am using or learning

• OL Laser – free, accessible interface, batch processing, some issues
• Karttapullautin – free, command line operation, some issues
• LAStools pipelines – free, high degree of control, programming

experience required. Use for a couple of tasks the other two can’t
manage.



Work flow

Source lidar data Generally has required negotiations with the
custodian.

Reclassify ground points using LAStools Simple command line process

Create 5m and 1m contours, and slope image
of ground points using OL-Laser

The batch mode in OL-Laser is very useful for
multiple files.

Create relief and intensity images of terrain
points using OL-Laser

Enhance images using XNView Improving contrast to make mining features in
particular more visible.

Create a Karttapullautin image Generally takes overnight processing.

Import contours into OCAD. Import all the
image files (including Karttapullautin) into the
map background.

I find creating a single background image
leaves out useful detail. Most field work is
based on 5m contours and the slope image.



Reclassifying ground is generally necessary
with archival data
• I am not able to commission high resolution custom data. I doubt you

will either.
• Government data will generally be moderate resolution and will be

processed for another purpose. In our case it is for flood modelling.
• The classification of ground data is problematic. Automatic algorithms

have been used to remove buildings from the ground layer. These also
remove mounds and rocks.

• Use lasground_new with the “wilderness” option, or the step
parameter with 2 or less. This will reclassify many mounds and rocks
as ground. Buildings will also appear.



Slope image
before and after
ground
reclassification

Reappearing
boulders in red
circles AfterBefore



Ground relief
image before
and after last
return
reclassification

Reappearing
boulders in red
circles



Slope map prior to reclassification Slope map after to reclassification

More mounds appear

The buildings appear



Enhancing the slope and relief images
• I use XNView to automatically adjust contrast. Image>Map>Auto contrast



Contours



OL Laser and
Karttapullautin
contours with
default options

KP is smoothed,
but no sign of any
exaggeration

Hand smoothing
probably just as
effective



Comparing a
traditional
photogrammetry
map and OL laser
contours

The differences
seem subjective
and variable

Field worked contours exaggerated here

Little difference here

OL Laser contours more exaggerated



My preference is
unsmoothed OL
Laser contours – 5 m
supplemented by 1
metre:
Its less processing
work
I am in charge of any
exaggeration



Karttapullautin enforces ISOM in a form
suitable for Scandinavian terrain



I prefer to use OL laser outputs for mining
terrain



I think this side by side explains why



Kartapullautin is parsimonious
in mapping rock detail that
the orienteer would expect to
be on the map. This may be
useful for training purposes
but it removes important
detail required by the mapper.



Only the boulder circled in red was mapped by karttapullautin





Just another example of my frustration with karttapullautin

Kartapullautin in mining terrain: It makes the decisions rather than the mapper



My preferred base map

OL-Laser gives the mapper much more to work with



Veg height
from LAStools

I do not find
this very useful.
Better to just
use an image of
the canopy
from the relief
image derived
from the terrain
points.



Veg density 1-2
metres
from LAStools

Not any use at all



A simple relief view
of the full terrain
model is much
easier to interpret
the vegetation. I
understand this
terrain and can
simply pick canopy
and scrub in the
open.



Sometimes the best
option is just Google
Earth- You may have
some projection
issues



Kartapullautin allows you to customize these parameters
Maybe changing these would produce more useful detail for the mapper

• Contours- smoothness, curviness, form line steepness, knoll detection
• Cliff - height
• Clearings – height, threshold
• Green – 7 parameters
• Buildings- detection



LAStools provides much more opportunity for customisation

• 35 sub-programs
• Numerous configuration options for each.
• Programable with “pipelines”
• One good example exists already, but configured to Norwegian

terrain. The challenge is for someone to develop similar command
pipelines for mining and granite terrain.



My personal conclusions

• OL Laser is simple, free and does the basics
• Karttapullautin is a black box using LAStools. It might be fine for

glacial terrain but its not for mining terrain
• I suspect OCAD will continue to improve. Atm the wiki shows little

different from OL Laser. Most of my mapping is unpaid so I am
reluctant to upgrade from 10. Like the two options above, it uses
LAStools for processing, so-

• I have no doubt that given the skills and time the best option for
mining terrain would be a custom LAStools pipeline, much as had
been developed in Norway by Terje Matheson. But it will use
Australian specific parameters.  [Injecting non ISOM conventions?]


